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TESTIMONY FROM NEW SOUTH WALES
In his broadcast on 26th November, the Prime
Minister, Mr Neville Chamberlain, spoke on war aims
and peace aims, and said the desire of the Government
would be :
" To establish a new Europe, not new in the sense
of tearing up all the old frontier posts and re-drawing
the map according to the ideas of the victors, but a
Europe with a new spirit in which the nations which
inhabit it will approach their difficulties with good will
and mutual tolerance. In such a Europe fear of aggression would have ceased to exist and such adjustments
of boundaries as would be necessary would be
thrashed out between neighbours sitting on equal
terms round a table with the help of disinterested
third parties if it were so desired. In such a Europe
it would be recognised that there can be no lasting
peace unless there is a full and constant flow of
trade between the nations concerned, for only by
increased interchange of goods and services can the
standard of living be improved. In such a Europe
each country would have the unfettered right to choose
its own form of internal Government so long as that
Government did not pursue an external policy injurious
to its neighbours. . . ."
He went on to say that armaments would be gradually
dropped as a useless expense ; that in the building of
" this Utopian Europe," it was impossible to set a time
limit and provision must be made for changing conditions and corresponding adjustments.
*

*

*

Significant is the emphasis upon the fact that " there
can be no lasting peace unless there is a full and constant
flow of trade between the nations concerned." For the
last eight years our Government has been pursuing the
opposite policy. This indirect confession of error is to
be welcomed. The disastrous effects of the adoption of
protectionism by Great Britain are written large upon
the history of international relations. The people of
this country who hate war, even though for the moment
they may think it is the only way, must hold the Government firmly to the implementation of this peace aim in
the fullest possible measure.
*

*

voice of self-interest. . . . There is no shame in admitting that democracy in Great Britain is far from perfect
and that the amount of freedom enjoyed by men varies
with economic circumstances. What is shameful is to
speak of fighting for democracy and freedom without
an earnest resolve to make the one more perfect and the
other less variable in our own homeland. A resolve of
this kind, if its significance is understood, is not easy to
make and is still harder to uphold. It involves great
social changes, a levelling in society and a redistribution
of economic power. . . . The true democrat and
servant of freedom will keep within him a passion for
social justice, a horror of unnatural inequalities, and a
dread of privileges founded on wealth and not on human
excellence."—The Manchester Guardian, 3rd November
1939.
That is a just statement, finely expressed, but what
an anti-climax that the only concrete proposals which
the Manchester Guardian could find were family allowances, reduction in the size of classes in schools, and
improvements in the public health services. Are these
the only economic circumstances that limit freedom ?
Will these measures destroy unnatural inequalities and
privileges founded on wealth ? Surely something needs
to be said about tariffs and other restrictions on freedom
to trade, about the holding of land out of use which
prevents men from producing, and about the private
appropriation of the rent of land which takes from those
who produce and gives to those who do not.

*

" Words like ' freedom ' and ' democracy ' can
degenerate into empty battle-cries, the fair outward

At the meeting of the Royal Geographical Society on
13th March last, reported in the November issue of the
Geographical Journal, Sir Charles Bressey opened a discussion on the Greater London Highway Development
Survey, in which he described the schemes he had
recommended for the replanning of the highway system
around and in London. Inevitably the " King Charles's
Head " of the price of land was at the feast. What is
this huge scheme going to cost in mere compensation
to landowners ? Another question to be borne in mind
is the speculation in land prices that is even now taking
place wherever the new roads or other developments
are contemplated, with the enormous enhancement in
prices and rents in the districts contiguous to or benefited
by the improvements when they have been made.
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M r Edward Fryer of the Automobile Association said :
" I have been going into land values from the point of
view of traffic roads, and whereas it might be said that
in certain parts land some years ago was worth about
£ 3 or £ 4 per acre, we have now sites in London which
are worth £1,000,000 an acre. T h e same applies to
the country." M r Rees Jeffreys of the Roads Improvement Association said : " Most of the London schemes
of arterial road construction and improvement have
been carried out about twenty years after they were
deemed desirable and necessary. And when they are
finally carried out the cost is anything from three to
ten times as much as they would have cost if they had
been carried out at the time they were deemed desirable."
Who gets this difference in cost and why should the
public be required to pay it ? I n the interval, road
making and building have been made easier and cheaper
by all sorts of labour-saving devices, and wages certainly
have not risen from three to ten times the previous rates.
O n the contrary, they remain at the old dead level.
Nor has the rate of interest risen from three to ten times;
it has remained stationary or declined. T h e difference
goes in the increased rent or price of land to those who
as landowners can stand across the ground and charge
wayleave before the p a t h can be cut. Confirmation of
this is in M r Rees Jeffreys's further statement : " In
one case I took out figures in regard to improvements
carried out by the Metropolitan Board of Works and
the London County Council in its earlier years and I
found that 90 per cent of their expenditure went in
land and compensation
and *only 10*per cent in works."
*
Replying to the discussion, Sir Charles Bressey said
that the approximate mileage (of roads) covered by
his scheme was 818. " T h e estimated cost ranges from
£160,000,000 to £230,000,000—a very wide margin,
because values change and landscapes alter. It means
£160,000,000 if the work is started at once ;
£230,000,000 if put off for a lengthy period."
Values change ; yes, but what values ? W h a t is
the main constituent of this £70,000,000 more, not to
speak of the £160,000,000 to start with, that is so
easily set down on paper ? Is Sir Charles's scheme,
grand in conception as an architect's proposition,
devoid of plans for providing against a huge land
racket ? Is it completely blind to the people's rights
in the land values they create ?
*

*

*

Suffolk Punch is an autobiography of M r George Cross,
published 15s. by Faber and Faber. According to the
Glasgow Herald, 8th August, it is the story of a " successful m a n , " who decided to become an estate agent and
" learned the game."
T h e war (1914-1918) helped
very well because London was full of people who had
to have bed and board—and the site on which to place
these essentials. " M r Cross's services were handsomely
rewarded by the rise in values after the Armistice."
After that came the housing boom and a full account is
given of the Edgware Estate speculation. " And so
on to an agreeable life with a beautiful estate in the
country." T h e reviewer says the book has good advice to
young men in search of a fortune. It is a twisted sense of
morality that thus makes a virtue of land speculation.
*

*

*

Consequent upon alterations to his garage, M r J .
Mitchell, of 156 Bury Street, Edmonton, had the assessment of his house raised from £ 2 7 to £ 3 1 . O n appeal
to the assessment committee the assessment was made
£ 3 0 , an increase of £ 3 (Tottenham Herald, 29th September). It is an illustration of the working of our
unfair rating system which punishes the improver or
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the m a n who does anything while exempting the land
values which being due to the presence and activities
of all the people should
provide
the* public revenue.
*
*
In You and America's Future Messrs Robert Clancy
and William Newcomb have produced an attractive
pamphlet designed to interest the ordinary reader in
economic problems and indicate to him where the
solution is to be found. It is written in short paragraphs, each of which is illustrated by a cartoon or
diagram so as to catch the reader's attention. T h e
technique adopted resembles in some respects that of
the " strip " cartoons so popular in American newspapers. It is intended to stimulate closer study, and
will we hope be the means of inducing those into whose
hands it comes to read Henry George or to get into
touch with some of the organizations which promote
his teaching. T h e price is 25 cents and is to be obtained from the authors at 8 East 30th Street, New
York. Quantities may be had at special rates.
What gives competition its bad name is not any defect
in principle. T h e bad name is due to a popular confusion of competition with monopolistic enterprises.
" One-sided competition," as monopoly has been called,
is a very different thing from free competition. When
one competitor has a special privilege, others are at his
mercy, and competition turns topsy turvy. But when
competition is free, he who serves others best gets-—and
by natural law—the best service in exchange. W h a t
fairer balance could be desired than that ? T h e natural
wage of the producer is his product, or the products of
others which he gets in unobstructed trade for his own
products or his own service. To the extent, however,
that production is due exclusively to social solidarity or
unity, the product is a social fund, and falls into the landvalue category of distribution. This fund is the wages of
society ; the other fund is the aggregate of wages for
individuals.
*
*
*
T o the extent that land values go into private pockets
except as pay for service, the community is robbed of its
own. Nor merely that. Temptations to hold land at
excessive prices, thus obstructing its use, are provoked
and stimulated.
In consequence vast areas of desirable farming and
mineral lands are kept out of use by exorbitant prices
for the privilege of using them ; numberless valuable
building lots in towns and cities are vacant for the same
reason ; and buildings without number are unsuited to
their locations.
T h e effect is to interfere with legitimate business, to
check employment, to lessen compensation for useful
services of all kinds, to enrich some landowners out of
proportion to their services, and generally to obstruct
social progress.
It inspires conflict, encourages luxurious indolence,
compels devastating idleness, promotes legal piracy,
discourages business enterprise, penalizes useful service,
and lies at the base of all the defects of our present
social order in its economic aspects.
To exempt earned values and tax land values would
leave to everyone his own earnings untaxed. It would
require landowners to account to the public treasury
for the values of their land, unearned by them but caused
by the Community. It would remove the causes of land
speculation and put an end to gambling in that absolute
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necessity of human life. It would bring idle land into
use, and encourage useful industry.
*

*

*

The dominant fiscal defect of the present social order
is the confiscatory character of most of its tax levies. If
a man makes two blades of grass to grow where he made
only one grow before, his taxes are multiplied by two.
If he does anything whatever which tends to make himself better off and the world a better place to live in, he is
taxed for having done it, and in proportion to the value
of what he has done.
To tax individuals in proportion to what they earn
individually, while exempting any part of the community-caused values which attach to land of any kind,
from farming land worth only a few pounds an acre to
building lots worth thousands of pounds, is evidently an
enormous fiscal defect of the present social order. It
discriminates against producers and in favour of landowners.
*

*

•

Nor are the ill results of that defect limited to such
discriminations. In the making and selling of taxed
products there is constant pressure to pass on production
taxes from taxpayer to taxbearer, from producer to
consumer. This is known as " indirect taxation."
Taxes upon land values cannot be passed on to
tenants or purchasers. They are " direct taxes." The
owner of land pays them and must himself bear the fiscal
burden out of the value of his advantageous site.
T h e tendency of land-value taxes is to make land
prices lower, whereas the tendency of taxes on production
is to make prices of products higher. In the latter case
the producer gains nothing, for his higher prices are
taxed away from him and his market narrowed ; the
consumer loses, for his cost of living rises.
When wealth has been produced it must be shared
among its producers. Sharing of wealth, that is to say,
distribution of products, is an absolute condition of
wealth production. Although distribution in the sense
of sharing, necessarily follows production, expectation of
such distribution is by natural law the cause of production. Nobody would produce if it were certain that
products would not be distributed in the sense of shared.
Although the sharing be in practice unequal, even unfair,
the sharing of wealth is by natural law a condition of the
production of wealth.
Since by natural law there can be no production of
wealth without application of labour to land—human
work to natural resources—it follows that the distribution of wealth is naturally governed by the productive
relations of labour to land. And that logical deduction
is a proved fact. Only as natural law is obstructed by
robbery or conflicting legislation or custom, are earners
deprived of their full earnings.
SEDITION 1 0 0 YEARS AGO.—" The madness of the
misguided men who call themselves Chartists has
occasioned a serious breach of the peace at Newport,
Wales. We are not yet informed of the conclusion of
the riot, but it requires no wizard to predict that the
next accounts will bring us intelligence of the utter
dispersion of the rioters ; and in all probability of a
lamentable loss of life. Already, it is said, about 12 of
the wretched dupes of sedition have thrown away their
lives in this insane attempt."—Glasgow Herald, 6th
November, 1839.
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THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL
BILL
{From the published report " The Work of the London Labour
Party, 1938-39 ")
W I T H A VIEW to bringing about a much-needed reform
of the rating system in London, and to spreading the
cost of London's government more fairly by making
the owners of land pay their share, the London County
Council decided to promote a private Bill in Parliament
for the rating of site values. T h e Bill dealt with the
valuation of hereditaments, the levy of a yearly rate on
annual site values of two shillings in the pound, and the
application of the proceeds of the rate to the general
county account.
Highly technical considerations arose in connection
with the preparation of the Bill and we are warmly
appreciative of the able work done in that preparation
by M r Charles Latham, Chairman of the L.C.C.
Finance Committee, assisted by M r F. C. R. Douglas,
his vice-chairman.
In accordance with the resolution of the last Annual
Conference, the London Labour Party conducted a
campaign in support of the Bill. Two special leaflets
in two colours were printed, and sold to local Labour
Parties and other affiliated societies at a very cheap
rate. O n e of these was for house-to-house distribution,
stating the general case for the Bill, while the other
was designed to commend the Bill to small houseowners.
Sixteen-sheet posters were issued, and were displayed on
protected hoardings throughout London. A large
quantity of double-crown posters was issued free to
local Labour Parties, together with a grant towards
the cost of bill posting. Special postcards for electors
to send to their Members of Parliament were distributed free to local Labour Parties by us. T h e campaign was started by a conference of Borough and
Divisional Labour Parties, held at Denison House, on
13th January, 1939, over which M r Harold Clay
presided, and at which the speakers on policy were
M r Herbert Morrison and M r F. C. R. Douglas, while
M r Hinley Atkinson dealt with the general organization
of the campaign.

T h e Bill was met by a strong campaign of opposition
and obstruction by the landlords' organizations. London
ratepayers will have noted that the London Municipal
Society fought bitterly against this measure of justice
for the present London ratepayer, and issued a leaflet
in opposition which sought to make it appear that the
land of London is owned by nobody but small houseowners, building and friendly societies, housing associations, sports clubs, hospitals and bodies of that kind.
From the attitude of the Municipal " Reformers "
and the Tory Party generally, the Bill seemed unlikely
to receive an enthusiastic reception in a preponderantly
Tory House of Commons, but London Tory M.P.s
showed some anxiety not to have to vote against the
Bill if such overt action could possibly be avoided.
In the event, the Bill was ruled out of order by the
Speaker in the House of Commons on 8th February,
1939, on the ground that the matter ought to be dealt
with by public Bill. O n 15th February, 1939, M r
Herbert Morrison asked leave of the House to bring
in the Bill as a public Bill under the Ten Minutes'
Rule, but permission was refused by 229 votes to 135—
not one London Tory M.P. voting in favour.
Why Rents and Rates are High. With 600 examples.
Pages 252. By A. W. Madsen, B.Sc. Paper Covers
Is. Cloth Bound 2s.
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PAYING FOR THE WAR
IN TWO articles in The Times (14th and 15th November)
Mr J . M. Keynes has discussed some aspects of the
finance of the war and has suggested a method of
dealing with the matter. He sets out from the basis
that the working classes must not consume any more
than they do at present. In fairness to M r Keynes it
should be said that his plan applies to all classes, and
that he perhaps assumes that the other classes would
voluntarily curtail their consumption by subscribing to
the war loans.
If it be true that the volume of production will not
be increased during the war, then it follows that in so far
as production is directed to making war materials, the
production of other materials will be reduced. On
these assumptions it is inevitable that some people must
restrict their consumption of ordinary commodities,
because these will not be there to consume. If people
have the same incomes to spend, prices will therefore
increase, and the reduction of consumption will be
brought about in that way. At this point another
complication arises. T h e wages of many workmen are
regulated by agreements under which they rise and fall
with the variation of the cost of living. There is, therefore, a prospect of prices and wages chasing each other
up a vicious spiral.
M r Keynes is correct in saying that rationing is no
remedy if applied to only a few articles, because demand
would merely shift to others, and rationing of all
articles is an impracticable task which, if it could be
achieved, would prevent people from spending their
wages and so result in forced saving. General price
fixing (or anti-profiteering measures as they are called)
is equally impracticable, but if feasible would lead to
the same result.
If prices are allowed to rise, the money incomes of
some portion, if not all, of the population will fail to
keep pace with them, and although people will be free to
spend their incomes, some at any rate will get less for
their spending. The result of this will be that the
sacrifice will fall most severely upon those who for one
reason or another are not able to secure increases in
their money incomes, or cannot secure such large
increases as others. T h e sacrifice would therefore fall
very unequally and in many cases, pensioners for
example, on those least able to bear it.
Another way in which consumption can be curtailed
is by heavier taxation, but this remedy M r Keynes
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rejects because it must involve taxation of the working
classes, who are responsible for three-fifths of the net
expenditure on consumption. M r Keynes is referring
to persons with incomes below £250 a year. He does
not indicate what proportion they are of the population,
but at a rough estimate they are probably nine-tenths.
Nor does he mention what a large fraction of national
revenue is now derived from indirect taxation of which
a very large proportion falls upon the income group
below £250. We therefore do not accept the view that
additional taxation or curtailment of consumption
should be imposed upon the lowest income groups.
M r Keynes' proposal is that a percentage of income
over a stipulated minimum should be paid into a
blocked account in the Post Office savings bank. The
percentage would be graduated from 20 per cent at an
income of £150 up to 80 per cent at incomes of £20,000
and over. T h e minimum which would be deducted
would depend on the size of the family. For example,
he suggests that for a married man with two children
it should be £150. Thus, if such a man's income were
£150 he would not contribute.
The amounts deposited in the bank would be used for
paying any taxes payable by the person concerned,
except, of course, indirect taxes—a factor which M r
Keynes forgets here also. He suggests that amounts
might also be released to meet pre-war commitments
such as instalments to a building society. The money
left would bear interest at 2 \ per cent and would be
used as a loan by the Government to finance the war.
The depositor would only be allowed to withdraw his
deposits gradually after the war was over. M r Keynes
evidently thinks that the release of this purchasing power
after the war, when the production of war materials
ceases, will stimulate the production of other things and
ease the situation at that time.
There are many criticisms which might be made of
the equity and practicability of this scheme, but there
are two of a fundamental character. Mr Keynes
assumes that the war materials cannot be produced
without curtailing the production of the necessaries of
life of the working classes. He pays no regard to the
fact that we still have nearly a million and a half
unemployed workpeople, nor to the possibility that the
labour of others might be more fully or productively
employed. Under the pressure of war conditions the
Government has made an attempt to deal with some
small portion of the problem by the provision of allotments upon which people may grow some of their own
food. There are, of course, serious difficulties of travel
to available land in the case of those living in the larger
centres of population. No such difficulties exist in the
smaller centres, where the obstacle has always been the
holding of land for speculative prices which has made
the acquisition of an allotment in most cases economically impossible. This is only one example of the waste
of natural resources.
T h e other matter which M r Keynes completely
overlooks is the relation of his proposal to taxation.
Borrowing for public purposes is always and entirely
a means of postponing taxation, but eventually taxation
has to be levied to pay the interest on the loan and
usually to repay the principal. The question is : what
kind of taxation ? M r Keynes appears to have no
principle of taxation in his mind except the ancient
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one of " plucking the goose with the least amount of
squawking." He pays no regard to the way in which
taxation is distributed at present ; he makes no mention
of the ill effects upon production and trade of our
present methods of raising revenue ; and he has nothing
to say about the justice or the desirability of using the
publicly created value of land for meeting public expenses. These are matters which cannot be entirely
unknown to an economist of Mr Keynes' standing. It
may be said that the need is for something which can be
done quickly, and that it is not possible to improvise
a system of land value taxation rapidly enough to meet
the present emergency. T o that we need merely reply
that the means can be found to carry out what people
wish to be done even in war time. But it is not merely
a war problem, it is a post-war problem which the
government should be preparing to solve now.
So long as our present methods of raising revenue are
continued, it is inevitable that all borrowing means that
a large part of the burden of taxation to meet the debt
charges will fall upon the poorest section of the population. This is true of M r Keynes' plan of compulsory
lending as well as of voluntary lending. He proposes
that a stipulated minimum of income should be
exempted from his plan of forced saving, but he does
not propose that that minimum should be exempted
from taxation, and he must be well aware that this
minimum necessary for subsistence is already bearing
a heavy burden of indirect and concealed taxation.
Mr Keynes therefore evades the most important issue.
His plan will have an attraction for some, and we
may suspect for himself particularly, because of the
suggestion that the unblocking of these compulsory
savings accounts in the post office savings bank will
release a flow of purchasing power after the war which
will prevent a slump and ease the transition from a war
economy to a peace economy. This is in line with a
train of thought which Mr Keynes has been developing
for some time. But let us see what will happen. In
order to make use of their accounts in order to pay for
commodities the depositors will have to obtain money
from the post office. A post office savings account is
not like an ordinary bank account ; the depositors
have no cheque books. The money will therefore come
out of the general stock of money in circulation (assuming that the government do not set the printing presses
to work at making more money). Those who have been
obliged to save will therefore be able to spend the
earnings which they were prevented from spending
during the war, but can there be any more spending in
total ?
Let us look at the matter from another aspect. The
transition from a war economy to a peace economy is
made difficult by the fact that during the war a great
mass of capital will be brought into existence for the
purpose of making war materials. There is no reason
to believe that most of this will be useful for any other
purpose. The normal replenishment of capital for
ordinary production will have been interrupted, and the
efficiency of production impaired. It is not easy to see
how Mr Keynes's plan can have any bearing upon this
state of affairs, and if it has not, then it fails to effect
its purpose.
What is wanted whether in war-time or in peace is
a larger production and a more equitable division of
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wealth. There are still nearly a million and a half
unemployed people in this country, forced to live upon
public funds for lack of opportunity to produce wealth.
The statistics of income tax and death duties demonstrate that of the wealth that is produced, perhaps one
half goes to one-tenth of the population, and the
ownership of property shows still greater disparities.
These are the conditions which call for remedy.
Borrowing, whether on Mr Keynes's plan or otherwise,
is a device for postponing the levying of taxation and
for reducing the amount which must be imposed in any
year. It therefore helps to make our existing system of
taxation more tolerable, and prevents discontent with it
from becoming more acute. Borrowing, therefore, assists
in protecting the unjust privileges which our methods of
taxation create, and in the long run increases them.
It is evident that our tax burden falls far more heavily
upon the poor than upon the rich, it restricts production
and trade, and it exempts valuable land from the
contribution it should justly make with the result that
land is held out of use and men deprived of employment
and wages. It is imperative that our tax system should
be recast so as to cure these evils by recovering for the
public the value which the public itself has creatcd and
which registers itself in the value of land.
F.C.R.D.

THE NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE PAPERS
A Boston (Mass)

Member

of the Conference

writes :

May I congratulate you, and congratulate the
members also, on your enterprise in publishing
the Conference Papers in so convenient and
attractive a form? Any member of the Union,
in fact any disciple of Henry George anywhere
in the world, who is deprived of this collection
is missing inspiration and encouragement he
cannot at this time afford to be without. This
sheaf of facts and ideas constitutes a prize
package I, personally, value beyond words.
While every paper was thoughtful, valuable,
and convincing in its assigned field, the one
which appealed to me as covering a subject
of research unique in our literature was Mr
Douglas's "Karl Marx's Theories of Surplus
Value and Land Rent." I cannot conceive of
any conventional Marxist ever discovering in
his study of " D a s Kapital" the facts that Mr
Douglas has revealed so significantly. If our
socialist friends might once get a glimpse of
the fundamental truth Karl Marx evidently saw
but did not emphasize, their thinking would be
clarified and their often fine and sincere
enthusiasm for a better world order be turned
into more logical and fruitful channels.
The complete set of these Conference Papers,
listed in another column, costs 5s. Any Paper may
had separately as there stated.
For example,
price of " Karl Marx's Theories of Surplus Value
Land Rent " is 4d. post free.
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TRUE FREEDOM OF TRADE
Must Be Trade Between Equals
at bottom desire is universal equality, justice
for all—real brotherhood between all peoples. We wish
to abolish all the barriers raised by despotism between
the members of the great h u m a n family.
Among these barriers there is one in particular to
which I would draw your attention, because in the first
place it separates people as much as, nay more than,
political prejudices and differences of language ; and,
secondly, because it has a very direct bearing on the
question of land and taxation. I refer to the tariff and
to Free Trade. Upon this question I cannot admit
that anyone can maintain an attitude of indifference.
There are too many interests involved in all that has
to do with tariffs, foreign competition, and foreign
trade, to fail to arouse particular attention. It is
absolutely necessary to take sides.
W h a t do we want ? Is it the extension of foreign
trade as it at present operates and expands ? By no
means. We are very well aware that commerce, that
is to say, the circulation of the products of labour, is
absolutely determined by the law of the distribution of
wealth, and cannot but conform to that law. Now the
distribution of wealth being at present just as unequal
and as unfair as the distribution of property in land,
the circulation of wealth too can only be unequal and
iniquitous—present day commerce must be as tyrannous
and despotic as distribution.
Commerce can only bring wealth to those who are
destined by those fundamental laws of distribution to
receive it ; it cannot bring wealth to slaves and to a
proletariat deprived of their natural rights. When
property in land is assured to all, and each m a n is
master and owner of the whole fruit of his toil, then
commerce will be the servant of each and all in place of
being the instrument of the fortune of a privileged few.
What we want is not only free trade but equal trade.
But we shall only have equality in trading if we attain
to equality in the distribution of wealth, to equality in
the distribution of property and of taxation.
T r u e Free T r a d e can only exist in conjunction with
equality in trading, the principle of equality should go,
if not before, at least together with the principle of
freedom. But the fundamental equality being equality
in land and in taxation, it is only by this equality that
we can arrive at true Free Trade.
Equality in trade can only exist between men who
are equals. Under the reign of inequality in land and
taxation that we are subject to to-day, commerce is not
always the realization of an exchange, but more often
the exaction of a tribute. When R o m e was mistress of
the world, she imported from Sicily, Spain, Africa,
Egypt* a n d other subject countries much more than she
exported. All war indemnities give rise to a movement
in trade which manifests itself on the side of the conquered in exports alone, and on the side of the conquerors in imports, followed by no return. Trade, in
this case, is merely the means of levying a tribute.
In the United States we have vast domains belonging
to foreign owners, especially Englishmen, who let them
out in small farms. T h e rents of our farmers are expressed in exports not followed by imports. Moreover,
an enormous amount of foreign capital has been invested in our great enterprises : we have to pay for all
that in exports with no return.
It is true that we also have capital invested abroad,
and that our compatriots possess land in other countries ;
our capitalists and our proprietors therefore set up a
W H A T WE

movement in the direction of imports unaccompanied
by exports. These imports are balanced by the exports of our farmers and borrowers ; but the balance is
not evidence of an exchange, since those who import
are not the same as those who export. O u r exporting
is done by debtors and our importing by creditors ;
there is an equilibrium, but not exchange and compensation. O n e pocket is emptied, the other is filled.
Such is the balance of trade.
In home trade it is the same. O u r great owners of
estates, of farms, of mines, and railways live in towns
where they import their rents without exporting anything to the villages and the exploited countryside.
O u r farmers, tenants, borrowers, and our workers of all
kinds export their goods in payment of what they owe
without importing anything. None of these imports
and exports in the interior of the country, from province
to province, or from the countryside to the great cities
represents an exchange, but rather a tribute. Such is
commerce at the present time.
We have quite a different conception of commerce
and Free Trade. W h a t our orthodox economists call
Free T r a d e is for the most part commerce from which
exchange and freedom are absent. T h e starving m a n
who finds himself obliged to give a day's work for a
piece of bread is not free to do otherwise, the exchange
which he makes is forced upon him, the employer
getting the lion's share. The owner of land who collects
his rents and dues does not effect an exchange ; he
levies a tribute just as the Turks levied tribute after their
conquests.
Where there is tribute, there is neither exchange nor
freedom, and therefore there can be no Free Trade.
So long as the tribute of rent exists so long will this
pretended Free T r a d e be nothing but a sham. To
establish Free Trade it is necessary to begin by destroying tribute at its roots by taking the rent of land for the
benefit of the community in the way I have elsewhere
described. Not until rent tribute, the father of all
commercial and industrial tributes, has been abolished
can one speak of freedom of exchange and of equality.
Commerce will rearrange itself unaided in accordance
with the new needs created by the new distribution of
property in land. It will be needless to m a p out its
course ; it will follow its bent as naturally as flowing
water. If we are here forecasting the changes of direction in the great streams of commerce, it is not with the
least idea that the lawmaker should ever intervene,
but solely because it is useful to foresee all the possible
consequences of the proposed reforms. These consequences will necessarily be in strict conformity with
economic laws, but it is expedient to show that the
working of these laws will not be the same under the
regime of equal rights in land as under the regime of
land monopoly.
Under the sway of land monopoly economic laws
work under constraints ; nothing is done freely, everything is forced. T h e law of supply and demand
especially and the law of competition are dominated
by landlord despotism. T h e same holds good of the
much-talked-of law of the division of labour. To-day
the division of labour is as distorted as competition.
For it is certain that the propertyless, the wage-earners,
the farmers, are not free to distribute their labour according to their will, since they are not the masters of
production. It is the monopoly of the soil which controls the law of the division labour—just as it controls
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the law of supply and demand—by letting the soil go
to waste.
To-day the subdivision of labour is generally accompanied not by the collocation but by the disjunction
of the various branches of industry, and consequently
by the isolation of each of them and the complete
isolation of the workers, subjected to such a regime.
It is for this reason that in certain countries one sees
whole populations condemned from their birth to the
one and only occupation of work in the mines, without
the least possibility of choosing another calling. This
system of dispersion is absolutely injurious to production,
for it does not allow anyone to follow his aptitudes.
The worker is induced by the pressure of his environment to adopt a given trade because there is no other
within his reach.
From the purely intellectual point of view, this
system is disastrous. It exaggerates the analytic spirit
at the expense of the synthetic, as our great philosophers
have clearly pointed out. This baneful tendency
towards the dispersion of industry is, no doubt, the
result of the appropriation of the soil by a minority
and the enslavement of the working masses.
By levying tribute upon labour, the masters have
divorced production from consumption, the markets
from the sources of supply. Under these conditions
society is divided into two classes, on the one hand the
workers, on the other those who enjoy life without
working. Harrowing toil is the lot of one portion of
mankind, pleasant occupations the lot of another. The
one consumes without producing, the other produces
without consuming more than is strictly necessary for
the working of the human machine. Such is the
division of labour accompanied by the dispersion of
industry. It is simply monstrous.
The law of the division of labour has then different
applications according as the worker is independent or
is not. When the tax on the unimproved value of the
land has destroyed the omnipotence of the landowner,
the workers will be masters of production and free to
profit by the advantages of the division of labour, as
well as from the not less important advantages of the
grouping of industry. And thus life will be complete
in every part of the planet. T h e more one studies the
effects of land reform through land value taxation, the
more one realizes that this reform is complete and
satisfies all the interests as well as all the needs of the
mind, all the rights of the individual as well as those of
society. By this reform we shall be able to enjoy a
real Free Trade, instead of the lie which is held out to
us by the orthodox economists.
{From the Address by Henry George at the Land Reform
Congress, Paris, 1889.)
There has been correspondence in the Literary Guide
upon Herbert Spencer's views on the land question, in
which Social Statics has been quoted and Spencer's
" recantation " brought under review. In this Mr B.
Butterworth of Watford has been able to make good use
of Henry George's book, A Perplexed Philosopher, and we
would like to compliment M r Butterworth on the
convincing arguments he has put to his opponents in
upholding the equal right to the use of land and
revealing how Spencer went wrong in the matter of
compensation.
A new, comprehensive and up-to-date Work
on Land-Value Taxation. By FREDK. V E R I N D E R .
Cloth,
2s. 6d.
LAND-VALUE RATING. Theory and Practice. By F. C. R. Douglas,
L.C.C. Cloth, 2s. 6d.
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THE COAL INDUSTRY
Who Gets These Benefits?
I R E M E M B E R in 1872 working down the Astley Deep
Pit, Dukinfield, Cheshire. T h e main shaft was 723
yards deep. Flat tapered winding ropes had to be
used to raise the coal to the surface, as it was then
impossible to make a non-tapering rope capable of
lifting its own weight and even a small working load
from a depth of 700 yards. T h e mine water had to
be pumped by means of massive engines on the surface
working heavy " pump rods " which forced it through
cast-iron pipes in four separate stages to the surface.
The crude tools and other equipment would to-day only
have value as museum exhibits. Internal combustion
engines, electric motors and high pressure steam were
not available. Yet the coal was sold at less than Is.
per ton at the pit-head and still yielded substantial
profits.
At the present time, the discovery of many new and
more easily mined seams of good coal ; the reduction
of mining royalties to an average of under 6.4. per ton ;
the invention of coal-cutting machinery, which has
revolutionized production in many districts ; and the
use of pressed steel tools made to gauges operating to
the thousandth part of an inch, save time and labour
in a way that would have been thought miraculous in
1872. Moreover, conveyors at the " f a c e s " and
mechanical haulage along the " drives " very greatly
reduce the cost of conveying the coal from the " working
faces " to the shafts ; and, thanks to improvements in
wire-drawing, relatively cheap parallel ropes are available capable of lifting a working load of over 25 tons
from a vertical depth of over 2,000 yards, and they do
this with a far longer working life than the expensive
tapered ropes in use 60 years ago ; electrically driven
pumps at the shaft bottom are now forcing water in
one lift, through steel pipes, from depths of over 1,000
yards vertical.
Why, in face of all these improvements, cheaper
capital and miners no less capable at their jobs, does
it cost so very much more to sink shafts, to develop
mines and raise coal to the surface than it did in 1872 ?
In considering this problem I cannot forget that in
1872 it was one of my ambitions to own a watch which
would keep reliable time. But alas, such a watch cost
60*. To-day I can buy a good-looking reliable watch
for 6*. ; and the price of many other things has been
reduced proportionately.
Coal is an essential element in the life-blood of our
nation. T h e supply is of individual and national
importance, the safety and wages of its miners one of
our common responsibilities. T h e retail selling price of
coal vitally affects our home and industrial life. And
yet, in the many books, pamphlets, speeches and
Parliamentary debates giving the views of royalty
owners, colliery proprietors, middlemen, miners and
consumers on the raising and selling of coal there is to
be found no understandable explanation why the selling
price of coal has risen during the time the price of
watches and such things have been so greatly reduced.
(From Why Civilizations Rise and Fall (Chap. V I I I ) by
G. A. Goodwin, C.M.G., price 6d. post free—see advt.)

T h e Press Bureau of the Land Values Group of the
Parliamentary Labour Party continues to send its regular
articles and items to the newspapers, A letter by MiLeon MacLaren on the injustice of the present rating
system has had wide notice.
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HITLER'S RISE TO POWER
The story as told by Douglas Reid in his book Insanity Fair (Jonathan Cape, 10s. 6d.), printed by permission.
In 1925, when Hindenburg was first elected President,
his electoral promises had included one of land in East
Prussia to ex-servicemen smallholders, and money to
help them settle there. The Field-Marshal had not
forgotten the men he had led back from the war !
The great landowners grumbled together about " agrarian bolshevism," for the land could only be found by
splitting up bankrupt big estates—and they bought
Neudeck for Hindenburg. And Hindenburg five years
later, as a condition of signing the Young Plan, extorted
a written promise from the Socialist Chancellor Hermann Miiller that £12,000,000 from the savings falling
to Germany under this lesser reparations burden should
go to the great landowners, his fellow squires, to order
their affairs.
Hindenburg, installed at Neudeck, felt the call of the
land. You will begin to discern the real reasons why
things happen in politics, why moderate regimes are
overthrown and dictatorships set up.
Now, in 1932, Briining, in his efforts to hold the
fort, had proposed the confiscation, against compensation, of bankrupt estates in East Prussia and their
division among smallholders. T h e Field-Marshal's own
promise to his men was to be redeemed. A Reichstag
Committee had inquired into the use of the millions
granted in 1927 and 1928 to those great landowners
for whom Hindenburg in 1930 had demanded another
£12,000,000, and had uncovered appalling scandals.
One landowner, said the investigators, had whored,
drunk and gambled away the public money advanced
to him.
The landowners knew of these things and clustered
round the President, murmuring " agrarian bolshevism " in his ear. Bruning, they said, was the instrument of the internationalists, a man of Geneva, the
enemy of property, the chosen spokesman of all those
Marxists and republicans and Jews and Papists at
home who had stabbed Germany in the back in 1918,
the trusted friend of those foreign foes who kept Germany in chains, the enemy of everything Protestant and
Prussian and true blue German.
T h a t was why Bruning that morning, just before the
sailors came marching down the street, was curtly dismissed by Hindenburg. He had expected it, for the
day before Hindenburg had received him with a sheaf
of notes in his hand, on which were written in block
capitals legible to his failing eyes the things the schemers
had told him to say to Bruning—" Bolshevik Ministers
in your Government," " Bolshevik Policy," and the
like more.
O n this day Hindenburg had scarcely bothered to
look at the man who six weeks earlier had rallied nineteen million German voters to his cause, but had turned
his back on him and gone out to inspect the guard,
muttering : " Now I can have a Cabinet of my friends."
The fate of Germany had once more been decided,
in favour of an absolute military despotism, by the great
landowners of Germany east of the Elbe, the class
which had always ruled Germany and led her from war
to war, which had gathered in pious loyalty about the
Hohenzollern kings and emperors :
Unser Konig absolut
Wenn er unseren Willen tut.
Our unchallenged King and Lord
So long as he obey our word.

Schleicher . . . apparently hoped to win over a large
body of moderate and middle-class opinion by adopting
the project that had chiefly been used by the intriguers
to bring about Bruning's downfall—the project for the
confiscation, against compensation, of the subsidised
but still bankrupt East Prussian estates and their
division among ex-service smallholders.
The great landowners had not overthrown Bruning
to be pestered by Schleicher. They rose as one man
and swarmed about Hindenburg, their co-opted fellow
landowner, like angry bees, buzzing " Bolshevism " into
his ear.
Schleicher then played his trump card, as he thought.
He threatened to publish the report of the parliamentary
committee that had investigated the use and abuse of
the millions advanced to great East Prussian landowners to order their affairs, that report which until
now had rested securely in a Reichstag pigeonhole and
which disclosed how bankrupt East Prussian noblemen
had spent the grants given to put their estates in order
on new motor cars and trips to the Riviera. . . .
The scandal revealed by it sprawled over the whole
large estate area of East Prussia. The Hindenburgs,
too, had their estate there, and had not forgotten their
own little transaction, by which the payment of death
duties had been thoughtfully fore-thwarted, the deeds
for the estate presented to the President by grateful and
far-sighted East Prussian landlords having been made
out in the name of the aged President's son.
The Prussian Army, the sturdy oak from which the
German Reich had ultimately sprung, has its deepest
roots in the landed estates of East Prussia. Here the
tradition of blood and iron was born that made out of
a tiny Margraviate one of the most powerful Empires
the modern world has known. And now a Prussian
General, using stupid words like " insolvency " and
" bankruptcy " and " squandering public money " and
" settlements for ex-soldiers" proposed to dispossess
landowners indebted to the public purse. The landlords in their thousands beleaguered Hindenburg's
palace and his manor at Neudeck, through their emissary
Oldenburg-Januschau and others.
Schleicher allowed the newspapers to publish a little
of the report. After his downfall it vanished into a
Hitlerist pigeonhole, never to be heard of again. The
great landowners remained comfortably sitting on their
estates and loudly applauded the vociferous campaign
against Socialist, Marxist and Jewish corruption with
which the Nazis ushered in their rule over Germany.
SOCIAL SCIENCE

MANUAL

Guide to the Study of H e n r y
George'« Progress and Poverty
B y F. C . R . D O U G L A S , M . A .

For the Use of Economic Classes and Study Circles
and the Home Reader, illuminating the teaching of
Progress and Poverty with instructive questions
and answers, and with Appendix giving a brief
sketch of the life and work of Henry George.
Price O n e Shilling N e t .

Published by the Henry George Foundation of
Great Britain, 94 Petty France, London, S.W.I.
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TESTIMONY FROM NEW SOUTH WALES
Thirty Years of Local Rating on Land Values
The following is taken from an address by Alderman J . R.
Firth, at the Henry George Centenary Dinner in Sydney, New
South Wales, on 4th September, at which, according to the
Sydney Morning Herald report, 400 guests were present. This
address was also broadcast from 2 BL, one of the Commonwealth
of Australia's broadcasting stations.

IN 1891, Henry George visited Australia, proclaiming
by word of mouth the truths set out in Progress and
Poverty. He addressed crowded and enthusiastically
favourable audiences everywhere. His visit to Australia
made a profound impression on political thought,
particularly in New South Wales.
In 1896 the George Reid Government abolished the
tariff, except on narcotics and stimulants, and imposed
on the land values of the whole State a tax of one penny
in the pound, with a statutory exemption of £240.
M r Carruthers, afterwards Sir Joseph Carruthers,
became Premier in 1904. He proposed that the State
Land Tax be abolished, but that all Shires and
Municipalities be given the power to rate on land
values only, or if the Council so decided, to rate
improvements also.
Although the Government's parliamentary majority
was very small in the Lower House and non-existent in
the Upper House, M r Carruthers persuaded both
Houses to pass this enormously important measure—an
Act, which to-day, thirty-three years after, still keeps
N.S.W. in the lead as far as the legal application of
Henry George's principles is concerned.
Nearly every Shire and Municipal Council in the
State at once adopted rating on land values only. Two
or three Municipal Councils decided to rate improvements, but the ratepayers, i.e., the landowners, demanded
the poll to which they were entitled under the Act, and
in every case the polls resulted in the decision of the
local Council being reversed and rating on land values
only being adopted.
This radical change in the raising of Local Government revenue took place in 1908, and covered the whole
of the State, with the exception of the City of Sydney,
which operated under special Acts of Parliament.
Amending legislation was passed in 1916 and the City
of Sydney came into line.
It may be suggested that Local Government rating
is not important—may I point out that in 1936
£5,500,000 was raised by local rating on land values.
GREAT PROSPERITY

The immediate result of the change over in 1908,
i.e., from rating improvements to rating land values
only, was to make it unprofitable to " hold land for a
rise." All owners of vacant land became desperately
anxious to sell—they had to use their land themselves
or let someone else use it—there were more sellers than
buyers ; prices of land were radically reduced and
would-be home-owners were given the opportunity to
secure home-sites at reasonable prices and on very
reasonable terms. Thousands of houses were built,
particularly in the suburbs, where hitherto land
speculators had held land out of use, hoping to sell at
enhanced prices. T h e building of these houses employed
labour, not only in the building trades, but also in allied
industries, viz., bricks, cement, timber, etc.
From 1908 to 1914, when war broke out, this State,
and this city in particular, enjoyed great prosperity—
a prosperity legitimately created by the releasing of

natural forces ; not illegitimately by the borrowing and
spending of huge sums of money under the motto,
" After us the deluge."
Another result of the radical change in rating in
1908 was to spread our growing population over a large
area—instead of living in terraces in congested suburbs
people built cottages with sunshine all round them and
Sydney spread out rapidly in all directions. To-day
Sydney, with only one and a half millions of population,
occupies more area than London, with six times our
population.
We denounce Sydney's slums, and so we should; but
by comparison with other large cities Sydney has
virtually no slum areas—the great masses of our people
are housed in decent surroundings with plenty of
sunlight round the house. This is the result of making
land available at reasonable prices.
HEALTHIER SURROUNDINGS

The people who, to-day, live in slums would move
out into healthier surroundings—the slums would be
replaced by factory buildings or, better still, the slums
might be torn down and the sites used for parks and
playgrounds.
Another advantage of our system of rating is that it
makes it much easier for a municipality to secure land
for parks and playgrounds. Under the old system of
rating it paid to hold land out of use waiting for an
increased value which was sure to follow the growth of
population.
Under the system of rating land values the landowner
pays rates on the value of the land and pays every year
whether the land yields a return or no, and if values
rise, his rates also rise ; therefore, unless he can make
a quick sale at much enhanced prices it does pay not
for him to speculate. He approaches the local Municipal
Council, offering his land or a portion of it at a very
low price so as to escape paying rates on it, and also
with the hope that if the Council makes a park out of a
portion of his land, such action may help him to sell
the balance of his land at a decent price.
One important result following the adoption of our
rating system has been the reduction of rates on houses,
factories, office buildings, shops and the like, the
revenue thus lost being made u p by rates on vacant
land, land which under the old system paid no rates.
One other important by-product of rating on
unimproved land values is that capitalists no longer
invest in vacant land, hoping to sell it later at an
increased value—this was a common and very often a
profitable practice thirty-five years ago. T h e land
speculator spent nothing on the land, merely held it,
while Sydney grew and the pressure and needs of the
added population enabled him to " reap where he had
not sown."
Notwithstanding the very prosperous times of 1908
to 1914, and of 1924 to 1929, no land boom reared its
ugly head—no land booms with their following crashes
—with their following misery, disappointment and
poverty.
O u r rating basis, having been in existence in Sydney
for thirty years, has resulted in the bulk of our population
enjoying pure air, plenty of sunshine and, generally
speaking, healthy surroundings, and as a natural result
we have one of the lowest death rates in the world, also
one of the lowest infantile mortality rates.
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TURGOT THE GREAT FRENCHMAN
The Physiocrat as Reformer
A sympathetic and informing review of M r Douglas
Dakin's book, Turgot and the Ancien Regime in France
(Methuen, 15s.) appeared in The Times Literary Supplement of 8th July. We give the following extracts, with
our obligations to the journal as well as to M r Dakin
and to his reviewer.
So much attention has been directed to the misgovernment and corruption which brought disaster
upon the House of Capet that few who have not made a
special study of French history in the eighteenth century
realize the immense amount of ability and good will
shown by the best men of the period in their constant
endeavours to achieve reform or, failing that, to work
the administrative machine in the interests of those
whom it was crushing into misery and rebellion.
Among these men Turgot stood supreme. His
career as Intendant of Limoges was a model of devoted
public service, a constant struggle to find remedies
against extortion, injustice and waste. As Intendant
he carried the jurisdiction of the King into every corner
of his province, and from this jurisdiction exercised by
prescription or accepted as a personal responsibility,
no department of public or private life was exempt.
Turgot was exceptional by reason of his great personal
gifts and the fame to which he afterwards attained as
Minister ; but, to get a fair picture of eighteenthcentury France, we must remember that men, every
whit as honest and, within their range, every whit as
competent as he, were working with the same zeal to
the same ends in every corner of the land. In no
period of history anywhere in the world has so much
capacity and devotion been expended to so little purpose.
T h e explanation of the failure of these men to avert
the ruin which some of them so clearly foresaw lay in
the complicated system of graft which, beginning with
the privileges and exemptions enjoyed by the nobility,
spread down to every class and to every corner of the
land where men might profit by collecting or by evading the collection of public money. T h e good Intendant
stood between a central Government, r u n in the
interests of a class which opposed any attempt to reform
a system under which the poor m a n paid for all, and
the local speculators whose livelihood depended on
their ability to work the system with profit to themselves. Turgot dealt bravely with the enemy on both
fronts. He created in his province a veritable civil
service which he inspired with his own selfless zeal and
devotion.
W h e n in 1774 Louis X V I appointed Turgot a
Minister of State there was joy among the philosophers
and satisfaction among the few who did not fear an
honest m a n . But it was a bitter blow to the people of
his province. W h e n a little later he was called to the
Ministry of Finance he had no illusions about the tasks
which awaited him. H e accepted the office on the
understanding that he had, and would always retain,
the confidence and support of the King in the application of principles laid down clearly in advance. These
included no bankruptcy, either avowed or disguised by
arbitrary reductions of interest on public stock, no
increase of taxation and no borrowing.
These principles could only be successfully applied
by a reduction of expenditure and a n elimination of
middlemen's profits in the collection of revenue. Such
a programme committed him to a struggle in which he
never really hoped to succeed :—
I foresee that I shall be alone in fighting against abuses of every
kind, against those who profit by them, against the many prejudiced

persons who, opposed to all reforms, are such powerful instruments
in the hands of vested interests intent on perpetuating the existing
disorder. I shall have to battle even against the natural goodness
and generosity of Your Majesty and of persons who are most dear
to you. I shall be feared, hated even, by nearly all at Court, by
all who solicit favours ; they will attribute refusals to me ; they
will call me a hard man because I advise Your Majesty not to
enrich even those you love at the loss of your people's sustenance.
And these very subjects, for whom I shall sacrifice myself, are so
easily deceived that perhaps I shall arouse their hatred of the very
pleasures I take to save them from exactions. Appearances being
against me, I shall be subject to calumny, the aim being to deprive
me of Your Majesty's confidence.

Within a few months of his taking office 20,000 men
had been deprived of employment as unnecessary
manipulators or receivers of taxes. Nor was he content
with suppressing the small fry. H e declared w a r on
the hundred families of France, who then, as now, controlled a considerable portion of the finances of the
country. They included a company of sixty contractors-in-chief who every six years made an agreement with the Comptroller-General to farm the hundredand-one rights, tolls, taxes, dues and monopolies which
formed part of the vast intricate tangle of graft which,
in the end, only the guillotine could cut successfully.
Turgot could not abolish the system of indirect taxation
on which these persons throve, but he could reform it
in certain particulars and set limits to abuses. Direct
taxation was a n even more formidable problem, for
here was the stronghold of privilege and there could be
no real reform till the men of estate consented to bear
their share of the burden.
Turgot's reforms as Minister of Finance or Comptroller-General culminated after many vicissitudes in
the six famous Edicts of 1775. T h e four lesser Edicts
suppressed certain dues or restraints upon trade in
grain, cereals, pulses, meat and suet. They were
Turgot's last of many efforts to secure free trade in
essential commodities. Of the two major Edicts, which
aimed at securing similar freedom in respect of labour,
the first abolished the guild monopolies which were
driving the unprivileged French artificers abroad for a
livelihood, while the second suppressed the corvees, or
labour battalions, in the provinces. These six Edicts
mobilized against him all those who had suffered from
his reforms, and they were opposed at every stage ; in
Committee of the Council, in the Parlement, in remonstrances addressed to the King. Louis stood firm,
though all his Ministers except Turgot and Malesherbes
urged him to give way. He held a lit de justice and the
Edicts were registered. Louis declared : " You have
heard the Edicts which my love for my subjects has led
me to promulgate, I expect them to be obeyed." Paris
that night was illuminated, while in the provinces,
relieved of the hateful corvees, the peasants sang :—
J e n'irons plus aux chemins,
Comme a la galere,
Travailler soir et matin
Sans aucun salaire.

Within a few months, however, Turgot and Malesherbes had been dismissed and within a year Turgot's
work had been destroyed. T h e old fiscal abuses were
re-established, free trade in grain was abolished, forced
labour and the guilds restored.
" It is a satisfying experience to settle down to a book
of this calibre," writes the reviewer, " . . . and it is a
pleasure to realize that there are still people in the world
who care for truth, who are not yet broken to a world
of fronts and slogans, who do not yet wear, so to speak,
a shirt in the soul."
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JAMES SCOTT
to announce the death of M r James Scott,
s.sc., which took place at his home, 5 Moray Place,
Edinburgh, on 30th October. His age was 63. Among
Scottish Liberals none has been more zealous than he
in the advocacy of Land Value Taxation and the full
expression of Free T r a d e which it embodies. His loss
will be severely felt in Scottish land reform circles and
by the smallholders and rural workers whose interests
he had so much at heart. In the November bulletin of
the Scottish Liberal Federation, Capt A. R. McDougal
of Blythe (with whom he has been closely associated
over a long period of years) pays this tribute to his fine
character and ability : " He was a man of principle
who detested facile politicians and who ever refused to
compromise on any issue where fundamental principles
were involved. . . . It is principally for his fight for the
rights of the tenant-farmers and smallholders against
the tyranny of our present land system that he will be
remembered. . . ."
M r Scott was Member of Parliament for Kincardine
and West Aberdeen from 1929 to 1931. He had
contested that constituency in 1924 and had stood for
West Renfrewshire in 1923 and Moray and Nairn in
1922. At the time of his death he was prospective
Liberal candidate for Roxburgh and Selkirk, the
constituency that Capt McDougal stood for in 1929 and
in 1935, and came so near winning on each occasion.
Legislation for the taxation and rating of land values
was in M r Scott's view of paramount importance for
the regeneration of farming and the prosperity, independence and security of the labourers. In all that he
wrote and said, he insisted that there cannot and there
must not be any line drawn between what is called
" u r b a n " and what is called " r u r a l " land.
In
Parliament he protested against the flaw in the 1931
Snowden land values Budget, which made that false
distinction allowing the agricultural exemption ; just
as he protested and fought against the exemption which
the Lloyd George Land Enquiry Committee (of which
he had been a member) had recommended. His views
were not given place in the report of the Committee
but were published separately by the Scottish Liberal
Federation as a pamphlet, from which a large extract
was published in Land & Liberty, October, 1928.
W E REGRET

In Parliament, M r Scott was one of the most active
and vigilant members of the Land Values Group.
With Mackenzie Wood, Milner Gray and others, he
was of the band of determined Liberals who contested
the amendment (relating to Schedule A and the alleged
" double taxation " of Income Tax and Land Value
Tax) introduced by M r Lloyd George, which nearly
wrecked the Snowden Act of 1931. Consistent and
clear-sighted as he was, in the logical and equitable
application of the policy, he allowed no concessions in
the interests of any participants in the rent or value of
land. It was his statement—as a Scotsman—on feu
duties and ground annuals in the opening debate oh
the Snowden Budget which helped to ensure that the
principle of " proportional contribution " as applied
not only to ground rents in England but also to superiorities in Scotland was embodied in the Act. He said that
the Minister should take the greatest care to see that he
gets the right owner and that he gets all the owners.
" He must see that he secures a tax upon the value of
rights in land whether these rights are what we call in
Scotland superiorities, feu duties, ground annuals,
servitudes or real burdens or leases." In 1929 he
introduced a Bill for the local rating of land values in
Scotland (the Government could not give it facilities in
view of other business), and in this Bill he rightly, in our
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opinion, provided for proportional contribution by the receivers of feu duties, relativelyto the land value they enjoy.
Mr Scott took part in the International Conference
in Edinburgh (1929) where he also presented a Paper on
" Agriculture and Land Value Taxation," and at the
representative National Conference in Manchester in
February, 1930, besides taking the platform for the
land value policy on many other occasions.
Outstanding among his contributions to this movement (in this we hope we betray no secrets) is the latest
book for which he was mainly responsible, and in
compiling it he had the ready and competent assistance
of his friend, Capt A. R. McDougal. These two
together, and with some others consulted, produced in
1938 a statement of the land value policy as universally
applied and emphasising its importance for agriculture,
which can only be described as most excellent. Nothing
more persuasive could be given to the Members of
Parliament, the candidate, the farmer, the labourer, or
the student. There should be a memorial edition of it,
circulated widely, not only for the good it would do,
but also as a lasting tribute to its chief author. It is
the book (we have it on sale) Scottish Land and Agriculture,
published price 6d. by the Scottish Liberal Federation
at 14 Frederick Street, Edinburgh, and 179 Buchanan
Street, Glasgow. Incidentally, it contains an acute
and challenging criticism of the nationalisation of land
by purchase and the control of agriculture by the State.
The book was reviewed in Land & Liberty, June, 1938.
Mr Scott was senior partner of the firm of lawyers,
Robert Stewart and Scott. He was member of the
Game and Heather Burning Committee in 1921,
founder of the Scottish National Union of Allotment
Holders, a vice-president and trustee of the Scottish
Rural Workers' Approved Society, and for the three
years 1921-24 was deputy chairman of the jute, flax and
made-up textiles trade boards. He is survived by his
wife and one son. T o them we convey our sincere
sympathy in their bereavement.

MRS HENRY C. FAIRLIE
It seems fitting to recall—even at a grave time like
the present—the services so generously given in the
early days to the Henry George movement in Scotland
by Mrs J a n e R. Fairlie, wife of the late M r Henry
Carlyle Fairlie, who passed away at her home in Crieff
on 17th October.
In 1901 the members of the Scottish League decided
to hold a Bazaar in Glasgow in the following year, for
the purpose of providing funds " to better enable them
to promote the taxation of land values in the public
mind." A committee was formed to undertake the
organisation of this new venture, and the women
members and friends under the convenership of Mrs
W. D. Hamilton agreed to do all they could to make
the Bazaar the success it proved to be. In this work
Mrs Fairlie took a keen interest. By her hospitality
and enthusiasm she encouraged all those who were
trying to gain tangible support for the scheme. It
was an | r d u o u s task overcoming the suspicion and
prejudice which greeted this new movement, but the
interest which it aroused and the new friends gained
amply rewarded all the efforts made.
For those who are left of that band of workers, the
remembrance of Mrs Fairlie's unfailing kindness and
generosity will not be forgotten.
O u r paragraphs in a preceding page on competition,
speculation, the fiscal defect of the present social order,
the operation of taxation, and how wealth should be
shared, are taken from the book What is the Single Tax ?
by the late Louis F. Post, price 2*. from our offices.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
DENMARK
O n 5th November a delightful and deserving tribute
was paid to the eminent services rendered by one of the
ablest and most devoted leaders of the Henry George
Cause in D e n m a r k — M r J . L. Bjorner, father of M r
Bue Bjorner, the President of the International Union
from 1936 to 1939. M r J . L. Bjorner was celebrating
his 70th birthday. A delegation consisting of seventeen
of his friends and admirers from Copenhagen and from
the country presented their thanks and good wishes to
him and to Mrs Signe Bjorner. They were Messrs
Henningsen, K. J . Kristensen, Starcke, Sturup, Norlev,
Skriver-Svendsen, Skadegaard, Hans Hansen, Oluf
Pedersen, K. J . Moller, Jens Rusmussen, Mrs Beenfeldt,
Ulla Wieth and F. Folke. M r and Mrs Bue Bjorner
were not able to attend as they had not arrived back
from America.
Gift was made to M r J . L. Bjorner of a volume
handsomely bound in leather containing 85 letters
written to him for the occasion, on uniform sheets that
had been provided beforehand to the writers by M r
Folke. These letters were in verse and prose, coming
from persons of all classes and distinctions, and they
produced an enduring and stimulating contemporary
composition.
O u r own sincere congratulations to " J . L. B." and
gratitude for his guidance and good-fellowship during
these years of his service to the cause.
Since writing the above, we have been delighted to
receive a complimentary copy of a handsome volume,
Dagvaerk (The Day's Work). Sketches and reflections
from a simple and happily active life, the autobiography
of M r J . L. Bjorner. It is published, 236 pages, by
Arnold Busck, Nyt Nordisk Forlag, Copenhagen. We
hope to give it more extensive notice. Other works by
M r Bjorner are : Objects and Methods; A Co-operative
Bank, dealing with gold, paper and money ; Free Trade
and Commercial Freedom; Adventure, Knowledge and Reality;
The Banner of Free Trade; The Economic Remedy; To-day
and the Tariffs; and Denmark as Europe's Free Harbour.
Most have gone through more than one edition.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
T h e September-October issue of Land and Freedom
(150 Nassau Street, New York City) has an interesting
account of the Henry George Centenary International
Conference and reprints a number of the addresses
delivered and papers presented including : Mrs Anna
George de Mille's address of welcome ; the address
by Hon Samuel Seabury ; " T h e Future is Ours " by
Bue Bjorner ; " Principle and Policy " by De Witt Bell
(son of Stephen Bell) ; " T h e Public Status of Land
Value Taxation in Great Britain " by A. W. Madsen
and Eustace Davies ; " Henry George : A Lesson in
Continuity " by Prof H i r a m L. Jone ; " Some Theoretical and Practical Aspects of Land Value Taxation "
by F. C. R. Douglas. Other informing items are : a
discussion on the law of rent in which W. R. B. Willcox
and C. J . Smith take part ; Henri de St Simon's
prophecy (1817), of which Mrs Emily E. F. Skeel reminds
us and in which he wrote : " When the population of
America shall have reached the same relative degree of
density " as in Europe, the landowners will have ceased
to be active producers (industriels) ; they will cease to
cultivate their lands, they will become landlords, and
they will find in the civil code all the necessary regulatory arrangements for re-establishing the nobility, that
is, hereditary rights and privileges ; in a word, a
governmental regime in which the workers will find

themselves under the direction of the idle." Mrs Skeel
quotes also what M r Harold A. Larrabee says on the
subject in the Franco-American Review.
Reports are given of the activities of the Robert
Schalkenbach Foundation and the M a n h a t t a n Single
T a x Club, the latter referring particularly to the radio
broadcasts of M r C. H . Ingersoll, he having given
4,000 talks over 30 stations of the East during the past
six years.
T h e Robert Schalkenbach Foundation announce
another printing of 10,000 copies of Progress and Poverty.
This, the twelfth printing from the Foundation's plates,
brings its total of copies printed to 56,000.
Editor of Land and Freedom is M r Clifford H. Kendal ;
assistant editors are Messrs C. J . Smith and J . H.
Newman. Annual subscription to the journal is $2
post free.

THE HENRY GEORGE SCHOOL
75,000 invitations were circulated, and over
1,000 posters were displayed in libraries, offices, clubs,
etc., advertising the Autumn Session of the School,
which opened on 2nd October. Result has been the
formation of 67 classes within headquarters building at
30, East 29th Street, New York City. Of these classes,
53 are studying Progress and Poverty and the rest are
taking one or other of the advanced courses. T h e eight
class-rooms on the two floors which had been renovated
when the building was acquired last year are now fully
occupied. More space is needed for the expansion of
the work. There remain the two top floors, for which
approximately $7,000 are required to renovate and
equip, whereby the class-room capacity will be more
than doubled.
The Freeman for November, organ of the School, states
that ten other classes in New York Area outside the
building have been organised, and in addition gives
particulars of the following : by M r De Witt Bell at
20 Reading Terrace, Radburn, N.J. ; by L. B. Lawrence
in the offices of Dr Nathan J . Sacks, 105-08 Metropolitan Avenue, Forest Hills, L.I. ; by Noah D. Alper
in the Central Library, 14th and Olive Streets, St
Louis, Ma. ; by J o h n E. Bond and Bernard Dirks at
the Recorder-Gazette offices, Greenfield, Mass ; by
Ernest Schreider at Roslyn and at Germantown, Penna.
T h e news from Chicago is particularly encouraging,
over 400 students having been enrolled in 29 Progress
and Poverty classes which started in the city and suburbs
on 2nd October, besides 100 students enrolled in nine
advanced classes. O u r congratulations to the Messrs
Tideman and to Mr J o h n L. Monroe and their coworkers. A volunteer teaching staff of thirty is handling
these 38 classes which were organised with the help of
over 75 volunteer secretaries. T h e work included the
mailing of 31,000 triple postcards.
At the School in New York,a "Speakers' B u r e a u " with
Miss Dorothy Sara as Secretary books engagements for
speakers at clubs, colleges and other associations. From
25th September to 2nd December no fewer than 27
such engagements are listed, 19 speakers taking this
lead of whom 14 are named as belonging to the teaching
staff of the School.
With regard to Boston (Mass), Mrs Winifred B.
Cosette writes to Land & Liberty: " I did not get to the
New York Conference, but I have the very fine collection
of the International Union's Papers submitted in their
neat portfolio and expect to hear news of the Centenary
from Dr Padelford, who is to speak at the Y.M.C.A.
M r J . S. Codman has a fine alert class on Monday
NEARLY
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Henry George Club of Victoria, B.C., Alexander
Hamilton, President, F. W. Davey, Secretary, 41,
Arcade Building, Victoria, B.C. ; Peace River Single
Tax Association, Urquhart Adams, Secretary, Peace
River, Alberta ; Milk River Single Tax Association,
Fred Pease, President, Milk River, Alta ; Montreal
Association, J o h n Anderson, Chairman, Room 300,
1502, St. Catherine Street, W. ; Canadian Extensions
SOUTH AFRICA
of the School of Social Science: Toronto, Herbert T.
A South African member of the English League Owens, Secretary, Room 14, 991, Bay Street, Oshawa,
sends the first two issues of Common Sense, monthly paper Ontario ; Meredith H. Moffatt, Secretary, 90, Roxof the Society of Jews and Christians, Johannesburg borough Avenue, Hamilton, Ontario, Robt. Wynne,
(P.O. Box 7791).
T h e President, Father Runge, is Secretary, 80, Victoria Avenue S. ; Montreal, Miss
a member of the Anglican Community of the Resurrec- Strethel Walton, Secretary, 3721 de l'Oratoire Avenue.
tion, and the Bishop of Johannesburg and the Chief
In Nova Scotia, the Yarmouth Herald of 31st October
Rabbi are among the Vice-Presidents.
announces that the Milton Social Study Club, which
T h e August issue contains an article on the Henry operated successfully last year, is to take a course in
George Centenary. T h e editor gives special praise to Progress and Poverty, conducted by Mr Ashley Crowell.
George's lecture on " Moses," first delivered to the In the same newspaper, M r Joel Disher had an informing
Young Men's Hebrew Association of San Francisco in article, occupying three columns, " T h e Father of
June, 1878, while he was writing Progress and Poverty.
the Single T a x , " describing the life and work of Henry
" Henry George's writings have had considerable George.
influence on Jewish thought," writes the editor. " One
Alberta
of his disciples was Rabbi Felix Perles (1874-1933) of
Mr D. C. McTavish of Thorsby (author of the book
Konigsberg. In a contribution to the Jewish Review, of
London, called " Social Justice in Ancient Israel," the recently published, Individualism versus Socialism) writes :
distinguished scholar discusses the influence of Judaism
" T h e recent land legislation of the Aberhart Governon the social education of humanity, frequently quoting ment in abolishing homesteading and instituting
and confirming the remarks of Henry George on this leasehold in its stead look to me like a very palpable
topic. He concludes that the Jewish mission is to and obvious admission of acceptance of our economic
promote social justice as an essential prerequisite to philosophy. For this was what I advised the Hon M r
peace between men and nations."
Aberhart to do in a letter to him shortly after the
election (1935) which placed him in power, a letter
that you will remember having published in the April,
CANADA
1936, issue of Land & Liberty. (The proposal is that the
T h e Square Deal September-October issue has a fine 130,000,000 acres of unalienated land of the Province
descriptive account of the New York Conference and should be made available on a leasehold tenure at rents
Centenary by M r Herbert T . Owens, who succeeds in payable for the land alone, representing the actual
making the reader think that he, too, was present, so annual value assessed periodically and apart from
intimate are the sketches of personalities and incidents. buildings and improvements made by the occupier.)
The Canadian contingent was made u p of M r John
" Learning that the Hon Solon Low, Provincial
Anderson (elected vice-president of the International
Treasurer,
had admitted that the Henry Georgeists
Union), Miss Margaret Bateman, M r and Mrs Boudler,
Miss Ganser and Miss Strethel Walton from Toronto ; had the solution of the problem, I sent him a copy of
M r A. C. Campbell and M r J . R. Dickson from this letter and I have since been informed that in a
Ottawa ; M r and Mrs H. B. Cowan from Peterborough ; speech to his constituents he gave evidence of using
and Miss Dorothy Coate, Miss Louise MacDonald and some of the arguments in my book, he evidently having
Mr Owens from Toronto. The paper reports also the had a copy from someone else.
" At the impending general election the land legislaCentenary gatherings in Victoria (Vancouver Island)
tion
already referred to will certainly be one of the
on 2nd September and Montreal on 7th September, at
hottest points of attack by the opposition and I could
which latter 132 persons sat at the banquet.
wish that 100,000 copies of my dissertation might be
It is gratifying to be able to announce that the circulated among the electors."
Canadian " School of Economic Science " has been
Individualism versus Socialism is on sale in Canada at
chartered under the Companies Act of Ontario as a
non-profit body. T h e directorate consists of Ernest J . 50 cents the copy. Unfortunately, we have no copies
Farmer, president ; J . H. L. Paterson, vice-president ; for sale on this side ; application should therefore be
and J . A. McCorquodale, secretary-treasurer. Execu- made direct to the author, Mr D. C. McTavish, R . R . I ,
tive work is meantime under charge of M r Owens. In Thorsby, Alberta.
Montreal an office has been rented for the School at
NEW SOUTH WALES
1502, St. Catherine Street, W. Among the classes and
The New South Wales School of Social Science is
study groups just held or in progress are those in
Montreal by Miss Bateman, by Mrs Boudler, and by holding an Australian National Conference at the
M r J o h n Anderson ; at the home of M r Robert Wynne, Workers' Educational Association's Conference Grounds,
and at the I.O.F. Hall in Hamilton ; by Mr H. Brownlie Newport, near Sydney, from 19th to 22nd January,
1940. Residence available at a cost of 30J. per head
at the Y.M.C.A., St. Catherine ; two study classes at
the headquarters of the School, 991, Bay Street, Toronto, for the whole period, everything provided. Concession
fares available on railways. T h e Conference Comand two advanced groups.
Following is directory of the Henry George organisa- mittee consists of Messrs W. A. Dowe, E. B. Dinohue,
tions in Canada : Henry George Foundation of R. Briears, A. West and J . Dobbie. The School holds
Canada, Inc., E. J . Farmer, Secretary, 48, Fulton classes in Sydney and at Lakemba. Address inquiries
Avenue, Toronto ; Single T a x Association of Canada, either to 416 Daking House, Rawson Place, or to Box
J . H. L. Paterson, President, 991, Bay Street, Toronto ; 666FF, G.P.O., Sydney.
nights. In a brief talk he said that he was pleased with
the Conference and especially with what Mayor La
Guardia said. O n 17th October I visited the class of
the Henry George School at Harvard University, about
25, the New England contingent of women present and
several men, mostly youthful and intense in attention."
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A new translation into Spanish of Henry George's
work The Condition of Labour has recently been published
in Buenos Aires. The translator is Professor C. Villalobos Dominguez of the University of Buenos Aires.
The book appears under the title La Question Obrera and
is published by Editorial Claridad at the price of SI
Argentine currency. The book is prefaced by Professor
J o h n Dewey's Appreciation of Henry George and an
Introduction by the translator giving an account of
Henry George's life and work. It contains a Spanish
translation of the passages of the Encyclical of Leo X I I I
on The Condition of Labour which are referred to by
Henry George. Professor Villalobos Dominguez has
carefully collated the authorized English translation of
the Encyclical with the authorized Spanish translation,
and he has also added a number of notes of his own to
this translation of Henry George's Open Letter to the
Pope.
In some of these notes Professor Dominguez takes
occasion to express disagreement with the practical
proposals of Henry George for taxation of land values,
and to enunciate the view that the proper course is
for the State to become the legal proprietor of the land
and let it out to the actual users. Among the means
by which the State should so resume ownership of the
land are by accepting a physical quota of the land in
payment of death duties. This proposal is contrary to
the spirit of Henry George's philosophy and is open to
a number of objections which we need not elaborate
here. While we heartily welcome this well-printed and
attractive translation, we must make it clear that we
do not agree with these opinions of the translator.
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houses for the accommodation of visitors. Some of the
builders and original tenants had been ruined ; but
since then others had made fortunes in them and retired.
This land had cost £30,000 to reclaim ; £25,000 had
been recovered in site values. Compare this cost of the
Loch Promenade with the recent extension of a hundred
feet to the roadway on the sea side, which entailed a
capital cost of £175,000 to the municipality and the
Manx Government.
Castle Mona Estate on the Central Promenade at
Douglas was sold in my early days for £14,000. A few
years later it realized over £70,000. Two plots on the
Queen's Promenade with two small houses which were
rated at £160 a year, sold for £18,000. A hotel on
the Loch Promenade, which a few years before my
time was floated for £15,000 in shares, I saw altered
—to become increased in share-value to £60,000, the
original mortgage of £30,000 remaining unaltered.
(From Manx Memories and Movements, by Samuel Norris. The
Norris Modern Press, Ltd., Douglas. 534 pp. Price 12s. 6d. net.)

NEW YORK CONFERENCE PAPERS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Principle and Policy, by Henry George.
The Future is Ours (Presidential Address) by Bue Bjorner.
The Man Who Invented Plenty, by A. C. Campbell.
Karl Marx's Theories of Surplus Value and Land Rent,
by F. C. R. Douglas, M.A.
5. Tax Delinquency in the United States, by J . Rupert
Mason.
6. American Exploitation of Fuels and Minerals, by Will
Lissner.
Previous translations under the title La Condicion del
7.
A
Letter
from Henry George, with Comment by Jakob E.
Trabajo were made by Dr Felix Vitale (under the
Lange.
pseudonym of Zoydes) and by M r Baldomero Argente
and the present translator says that he has compared
8. Some Theoretical and Practical Aspects of Land Value
his own translation with these in order to ensure the
Taxation, by F. C. R. Douglas, M.A.
better interpretation of the English text.
9. The Public Status of Land Value Taxation in Great
Britain, by A. W. Madsen and Eustace Davies.
ISLE OF MAN
10. Land Valuation and Taxation in Denmark, by K. J .
Kristensen.
T H E DEVELOPMENT of the holiday traffic by the new
steamers had other vital reactions.
It ruined the 11. Land Value Taxation in New Zealand, by G. M .
premiums on the Steam Packet shares, but it gave an
Fowlds.
added value to property, and not least to land sites 12. The Taxing and Rating of Land Values in Australia,
in and around Douglas. In fact, it may be said to
by E. J . Craigie, M.P.
have put a new value on every inch of land in the
13.
Local
Taxation in South Africa, by F. A. W. Lucas,
Isle of Man.
K.C.
Farms which had been let at £ 1 an acre were now
let at £ 2 and £ 3 an acre. The form of cultivation 14. Effects of Land Value Policies in Canada, by Ernest J .
Farmer, B.A.
was changed. Cattle and sheep raising and dairy
farming became more popular ; horse breeding, aided 15. British Columbia: The Work of a Pioneer, by Alexander
by a Government system of money prizes, had the
Hamilton.
effect ultimately of nearly doubling the size of draft
horses, and of providing a carriage horse which largely 16. France: A Political and Economic Survey, by Sam Meyer
and A. Daude-Bancel.
supplied the needs of the hack trade, which increased
with the growth of the visiting industry till it was 17. Distribution of Land and Taxation in Germany, by Dr
supplanted by the motor car.
Kurt Schmidt.
Waste lands and gorse-covered ravines, which inter- 18 and 19. Hungary, by Ferdinand Mero ; Bulgaria,
sected the Island at many points, were provided with
by Boris Guduleff.
paths and foot bridges and miniature waterfalls ; with
T h e Price 5s. or $1 per Set.
toll-gates at their entrances and exits. Some of these
became El Dorado glens to their owners. Rugged bits
Any paper may be obtained separately at 2d. per
of coastline and steep cliffs with apertures took on a
new aspect and became holiday beaches and " smugglers' copy, post free, except that papers Nos. 4 and 12 are
4d. each post free
caves."
by
The Loch Promenade at Douglas, which, only a few
years before, had been reclaimed from the sea by the T h e International U n i o n for L a n d Value T a x a t i o n and
local authority, was lined with about fifty boarding F r e e T r a d e , 34 Knightrider Street, L o n d o n , E . C . 4 .
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NEWS OF THE MOVEMENT
T H E U N I T E D C O M M I T T E E FOR T H E T A X A T I O N OF
LAND VALUES, LTD., 34 Knightrider Street, St. Paul's,
London, E.C.4. A. W. Madsen, Secretary ; F. C. R. Douglas,
Assistant Secretary ; W. R. Lester, Hon Treasurer. (Telephone:
City 6701. Telegrams: " Eulav, Cent, London.")
To many readers of this Journal and to over a thousand correspondents who have applied for literature from time to time a postcard was sent stating as follows : " Land & Liberty November issue
contains a 4 pp. report of the House of Commons debate on War
Aims and Peace Aims. Leading article on the subject. The new
Anti-Profiteering Act and the attempt at the State regulation of
prices. H. G. Wells and his ' Declaration of Human Rights.'
Where Poland Was Weak, because cursed by landlordism. What
the Soviets have done to Polish great estates. Review of Albert
Jay Nock's new book on Henry George. Public Debt and Taxation.
Address by F. C. R. Douglas at the New York Conference : ' Henry
George's Teaching and the Crisis.' News from S. Australia, New
South Wales, Victoria, New Zealand, Denmark, etc. Other
interesting items. S P E C I M E N C O P Y F R E E . A N N U A L SUBSCRIPTION
2s. 6d. We welcome your co-operation in extending the circulation. Can you give us names to whom (a) card like this, or (A)
specimen copy of /.anrf & Liberty might be sent ? "
There has been a gratifying response and a number of new
readers have been enrolled. Hundreds of names also have been
added to our mailing list whom friends have recommended to be
canvassed from time to time.
Reaching now the end of the year, we express our appreciation
of the goodwill shown toward the work of the Committee and the
service of Land & Liberty, conveyed in numerous letters and often
in rather flattering • terms. A column might have been taken up
each month with the personal paragraphs of what others are doing
and saying, but space has always been too scarce for that. But
without the voluntary help of a host of co-workers, whatever efforts
we try to make would be in vain. Let them continue in the welldoing and make one of their objects the increased circulation of the
Journal and of the literature which can be placed amply at their
disposal.
ENGLISH LEAGUE : Frederick Verinder, General Secretary,
34 Knightrider Street, St. Paul's, London, E.C.4. (Telephone:
City 6701).
Two members of the League's Executive have started classes in
connection with the Henry George School of Social Science, viz.,
Mr W. E. Fox at Battersea and Mr A. N. Batty at Braintree. Any
other member of the League who is willing to help the Cause in the
same way may obtain full particulars about the methods of the
H.G.S.S.S. on application to the League office.
The black-out with its attendant travelling difficulties is compelling most of us to spend long winter evenings at home. This
means to many unusual opportunities for reading. In view of the
unjust national and international conditions which are the rootcauses of war, and of the social problems at home that will have to
be faced in aggravated forms after the war, the works of Henry
George have a special interest at this time. They combine fine
prose writing with the clear exposition of fundamental economic
truth. It would not be easy to find better books for home reading
or for war-time Christmas presents.
The.members of the Executive have congratulated their colleague,
Mr B. M. Harvey-James, on his marriage, which took place in his
home town in Cornwall on 8th November. He has since enlisted in
his father's old regiment, the " Buffs."
The General Secretary will be glad to send selected pamphlets,
etc., to any member of any of the Forces, whose names and addresses
are supplied to him. He knows that, during the war of 1914-18,
useful discussions on questions of public interest were thus promoted
among men serving in the armies in France.

" Putting the Lord's Prayer into Practice." The Secretary spoke
to the same society a fortnight earlier on " Peace Aims."
The article " War Aims and Peace Aims " by F. C. R. Douglas
which appeared in November issue of Land & Liberty appeared in
the Clydebank Press of 17th November. Mr John Cameron had a
letter in the Coatbridge Leader of Saturday, 11th November, on
" How to Establish World Peace." M r A. J. Mace, Mrs A.
McGrouther and the Secretary have written to the Glasgow papers
on the same subject.
WELSH LEAGUE : Eustace A. Davies, Hon Secretary, 27 Park
Place, Cardiff.
We regret to record the death of Mr Samuel Fisher, J.P., which
occurred at his home in Cardiff on 23rd October. In the early
days of the League, Mr Fisher served as our President and was
active at the Trades Unions Congress in getting Land Values
Resolutions tabled and passed. In later years we lost touch with
him owing to his advancing years and the many calls upon him in
other directions, such as his associations with the W.E.A., the
University College of South Wales, the Cardiff Juvenile Employment
Committee and the Cardiff Royal Infirmary. Mr Fisher passed
away at the ripe age of 89, and as long as health and strength
permitted, associated himself very actively in the political, civic
and religious life of Cardiff. We have happy recollections of the
days he served with us and we have conveyed to Miss Fisher, the
surviving daughter, an expression of sympathy with her and her
brothers in their bereavement.
A religious article appears regularly every Saturday in the South
Wales Echo, contributed by " The Pilgrim." Mr J . C. Morris
writes that in a recent article " The Pilgrim" mentioned the
taxation of land values, but classed it as a " nostrum." We are
sending " The Pilgrim " a copy of Henry George's The Condition of
Labour in the hope that he will be convinced by the argument and
see the error of his ways.
At the request of Captain Law, our chairman, we arc sending the
November issue of Land & Liberty to M r A. Hurdridge, District
Organizer of the Union of Post Office Workers, Cardiff. Mr
Hurdridge will endeavour to get suitable extracts from this number
of the Journal into the Post Office Union Magazine. With a view
to obtaining publicity for the issue in question, we placed an
advertisement in the Western Mail of 10th November. We hope to
make a few more contacts as a result.
The Master Motive of Human Action, by Henry George, and The
New Political Economy, by J . B. Sharpe, and other literature have
been circulated through the post fairly extensively since the outbreak
of the war.
The Western Mail, 25th November, contains an account of an
interview between leading Cardiff business and professional men
and the directors and others of Western Ground Rents, Ltd. We
are sending the paper on to the Editor of Land G? Liberty, who may
be able to give a summary of the interview in this column.
The Executive Committee will meet at 27 Park Place, Cardiff,
on Saturday afternoon, 9th December, at 3 p.m. The chief topic
for consideration will be the work of the League in war-time.
MIDLAND LEAGUE : Chapman Wright, Hon Secretary, 20
Cannon Street, Birmingham, 2.
We congratulate Councillor G. F. Sawyer on retaining his position
on the City Council. He has, however, resigned from the Labour
Group " because they wanted to push me off the Watch Committee." As an independent member we can rely on Councillor
Sawyer representing the League ideals and using every opportunity
as heretofore of voicing cogent arguments for the rating and
taxation of land values.

J O H N S. J . STEVENS, R.I.P.
The General Secretary regrets to record the death, on 25th
September, at the age of 74, of an old friend who had been a member
of the League for about half a century. John Sarto James Stevens,
founder of the firm of Stevens and Son, Leicester, was formerly in
business in Bermondsey, where he and some of his South London
friends formed a small " Society for the Study of the Land Question."
He soon found his way into the English League, and remained a
faithful member for the rest of his life. He removed his business to
Leicester, and became one of the best known men in the leather
trade. He was a prominent Freemason and a vice-president of the
Masonic benevolent institutions.
The sympathy of his co-workers in the League will go out to
his widow and his two sons and daughter in their bereavement.

MANCHESTER LEAGUE : Arthur H. Weller, J.P., Secretary,
Pytchley House, Bean Leach Road, Offerton, Stockport.
The Secretary addressed a well-attended meeting of the Colne
Women's Co-operative Guild on 9th November, his subject being
" The Price of Peace." The address was followed by an interesting
discussion and a good sale of literature.
By special request Mr D. J . J . Owen addressed the members of
the Gatley Peace Pledge Union during November, and at a meeting
of the Eccles Women's Co-operative Guild on 20th November, Mrs
Catterall spoke on " Co-operation and Freedom."
Although the Manchester League's sphere of influence is mainly
in and around this city, workers in more distant areas use the office
as a centre for information and literature. Besides the Clitheroe
Branch, with its active band of convinced Single Taxers, there are
(among others) one-man-campaigns being carried on in Heywood
by Miss Thornton, in Hull by Mr L. G. Buckle, in Newcastle by
J . B. Hain, and in Scunthorpe by Mr Reg Lightfoot.

HENRY G E O R G E F R E E D O M LEAGUE : Secretary, William
Reid, 9 Woodside Crescent, Glasgow, C.3. (Telephone :
Douglas 5599.)
M r A. J . Mace addressed the Men's Fireside of Whiteinch
Methodist Church on Friday, 24th November. His subject was

C L I T H E R O E AND D I S T R I C T BRANCH O F T H E MANCHESTER LAND VALUES LEAGUE : Hon Sec, Mr T.
Rishton, 45 Kirkmoor Road, Clitheroe.
On 5th November Mrs Sumner addressed the Women's Class at
Moor Lane Church, Clitheroe. The title of the address was " God
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the Father." A line was taken from the harvest hymn, " All is
safely gathered in," and was translated into rent, wages and
interest, and shown how under the present monopolistic land
system the receivers of rent can command an unearned share. This
share increasing as the value of land grows, leaves less for the other
factors sharing in the distribution.
There are various reasons why we have been unable to form a
second group class this year. We regret this, and we hope to try
again after the New Year. Nevertheless we are all being active
in many ways, for we are determined that war conditions shall not
compel us to curtail the progress which we have undoubtedly made
during the past year. We realize full well that the need for
enlightenment was never greater than it is to-day.
Y O R K S H I R E AND N O R T H E R N LEAGUE : F. Skirrow,
Secretary, 129 Skipton Road, Keighley.
Our President (Ashley Mitchell) is delivering a series of five
weekly lectures to the Huddersfield Borough Liberal Association on
Free Trade ; the third lecture was delivered on 21st November.
On 15th November he addressed a meeting under the auspices of
Huddersfield Co-operative Society Education Committee and the
Men's Guild.
Press letters include November 13th, C. H. Jones in Telegraph and
Argus, 23rd November, the Secretary, Yorks Observer.
A postcard recommending the November issue of Land & Liberty
was sent to about 50 selected names. Copies of Land & Liberty
and other literature were sent to a score of other people.
An interesting episode was the fee pressed upon Mr. Ashley
Mitchell after his address to a Co-operative Society. He said his
services were gratis ; they said they always gave a fee to speakers.
The fee was £2 2s. It was the first time he had " earned anything
for speaking for the movement," and he kindly passed on the
amount as a donation to the Yorkshire League.
CROSBY B O R O U G H HENRY G E O R G E
FELLOWSHIP
meets first Sunday of each month at St John's Road, Waterloo.
Hon Secretary, Mr C. C. Paton, 11 Tudor Road, Gt. Crosby,
Liverpool, 23.
The attendance was not up to standard owing mostly to members
being engaged in extra work caused by war conditions. Mr A.
Stevens presided and a very interesting and instructive Paper was
read by Mr E. P. McManus on the political and parliamentary
history of the land values movement, which must have entailed
a great deal of delving into past records.
Subject for next meeting : " Is Social Credit complementary to,
or can it be applied instead of Taxation of Land Values to cure
the present Social Evils ? " Opener : M r C. C. Paton.
On the work of the Henry George School of Social Science we
report the following three classes :
Waterloo and District Class : Guide, Mr E. J . McManus.
Thomson's Rooms, 17 Crosby Road, N. Books V and VI will be
discussed at the 28th November class meeting.
East Crosby : Mr E. Stephens, Guide (17 Brownmoor Lane),
will discuss Book V at the class meeting on Wednesday, 29th
November.
Science of Political Economy Class : Guide, Mr J . Foley.
Chapters 9 to 15, Book II, Lesson V, was discussed on Sunday,
26th November.
DERBYSHIRE LAND VALUES LEAGUE, G. Musson, Hon
Secretary, 29 Denby Lane, Codnor, Derbyshire.
The following meetings have been arranged for December :
6th December, Ripley Co-operative Men's Guild ; 13th December,
Codnor Co-operative Women's Guild, to be addressed by G.
Musson. We are grateful to the Co-operative Guild for their
efforts to preserve something near normality.
We are sending out a number of copies of M r D. J . J . Owen's
pamphlet, A Philosophy of Peace and Practical Steps.

Why Civilisations Rise and Fall
By George A. Goodwin, C.M.G.
The importance of just conditions of land tenure. A
booklet of 80 pages and in ten concise chapters which
are probably the best of this Author's many writings
on the subject and contain many interesting personal
reminiscences of mining and South African experiences.
The booklet is pocket size.
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CLEANSER -WRINGER
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T h i s is a n i m p o r t a n t d a y f o r e v e r y h o u s e w i f e !
F o r t h e n e w e s t , l a t e s t , v e r y g r e a t e s t A C M E is
h e r e ! T h e A C M E 55 C l e a n s e r - W r i n g e r .
It
is n e w in a h u n d r e d a n d o n e way». N e w in
,lle
14 I N C H
Brace, s h a p e a n d s h e e r loveliness of its
design. N e w in the painstaking attention to
Jk * f
/ t h e t i n i e s t d e t a i l . B u t , m o s t of all, n e w in t h e
Z l /
/ A
s e n s a t i o n a l w a y it cleanses as well a s w r i n g s .
^W f
/ »»
T h i s amazing cleansing action comes f r o m the
/
scientifically c o n t r o l l e d a n d b a l a n c e d p r e s s u r e
16 I N C H
s y s t e m of t h e A C M E o p e r a t i n g o n sensitive
a n d resilient r u b b e r rollers w h i c h actually
I m
s e a r c h t h e w h o l e w a s h a n d s q u e e z e o u t all t h e
/ l U
/ f%
dirt, scum, and soap along with the water.
^ T /
/ W
N o matter how thoroughly t h e clothes are
/
w a s h e d a n d r i n s e d , t h e A C M E h a s t h e last
w o r d i n cleansing.
H e r e a r e s o m e of its w o n d e r f u l n e w f e a t u r e s — n e w f o l d i n g t w i n b o a r d s
new
two-way drain—new reversible handle—new telephone lifting grip—new
p r e s s e d steel f r a m e — n e w stainless c h r o m i u m a n d g l e a m i n g b l u e e n a m e l
a n d , of c o u r s e , a n A C M E z o y e a r s ' f r e e r e p l a c e m e n t g u a r a n t e e .
W r i n g e r - M a n g l e - C l e a n s e r all in o n e l E v e r y t h i n g f r o m a b i b t o a h e a v y b l a n k e t .

ACME Folding
CLEANSER-WRINGER
T h i s n e w m o d e l is a r e a l s p a c e
saver for the m o d e r n h o m e .
It
folds u p into remarkably small space
a n d is a b s o l u t e l y rigid i n u s e . I t
will t a k e a n y size o r s h a p e of dolly
tub, zinc or enamel bath.
Two
r u b b e r c a s t o r s e n a b l e it t o b e easily
wheeled into position and the adjustable r u b b e r feet ensure rigidity
o n an u n e v e n floor.

ACME

Cabinet
CLEANSER-WRINGER

This model represents the
greatest stride towards the
p e r f e c t i o n of h o m e w a s h i n g
equipment. Amazing compactness,
utility
convenience,
strength
and
r i g i d i t y . W i l l t a k e a n y size
of d o l l y t u b , z i n c o r e n a m e l
b a t h . B u i l t of steel f o u r
times stronger t h a n cast-iron
T h e p a n e l s of t h e C a b i n e t
a r e finished i n m o t t l e d , n o n c h i p p i n g e n a m e l in f o u r
d i f f e r e n t finishes t o m a t c h
any colour scheme—blue
mottle, green mottle, grey
m o t t l e , a n d oak finish. F o r
easy m o v e m e n t , t h i s m a c h i n e is fitted w i t h r u b b e r
castors a n d an adjustable
f o o t is also fitted t o e n s u r e
rigidity o n u n e v e n
floors.
T h e white porcelain enamel
t a b l e t o p is 2 0 i n . x 2 6 i n .
T h e h e i g h t of t h e C a b i n e t
is 32 i n .
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